A continuum (that is, a compact connected Hausdorff space) is hereditarily locally connected if each of its subcontinua is locally connected. It is shown that a continuum X is hereditarily locally connected if and only if for each connected open set U in X and each point p in the boundary of U, Uv {p} is locally connected. This result is used to prove that if X is an hereditarily locally connected continuum, U is a connected open subset of X, p is an element of the boundary of U and X is first countable at p, then p is arcwise accessible from U. By a continuum we mean a compact connected Hausdorff space. A continuum is tereditarily locally connected'ifeach of its subcontinua is locally connected. A family )f subsets of a space X is called a null family if for each two open sets U and V n X with On V= 0 , not more than a finite number of elements of the family neet both (/and V. If {F a \ aeA} is a family of disjoint subsets of X, then {F a \ aeA} s said to have property D if F a n Cl U {F^| jS^ a} = 0 for all a in A. Simone (to ippear) has shown that a continuum X is hereditarily locally connected if and jnly if every family of disjoint continua in X with property D is a null family, rhis characterization of hereditarily locally connected continua will be used in the jroofs that follow.
By a continuum we mean a compact connected Hausdorff space. A continuum is tereditarily locally connected'ifeach of its subcontinua is locally connected. A family )f subsets of a space X is called a null family if for each two open sets U and V n X with On V= 0 , not more than a finite number of elements of the family neet both (/and V. If {F a \ aeA} is a family of disjoint subsets of X, then {F a \ aeA} s said to have property D if F a n Cl U {F^| jS^ a} = 0 for all a in A. Simone (to ippear) has shown that a continuum X is hereditarily locally connected if and jnly if every family of disjoint continua in X with property D is a null family, rhis characterization of hereditarily locally connected continua will be used in the jroofs that follow.
Our first theorem is a generalization of a well-known metric theorem due to SVhyburn (1942, p. 90) . THEOREM 
I. If X is an hereditarily locally connected continuum' then every family if disjoint connected open subsets of X is a null family.
PROOF. Since each two points in a connected open set U in a locally connected xmtinuum are contained in a continuum contained in U (Hocking and Young, 1961, p. 110) , it follows immediately from the above characterization of hereditarily ocally connected continua that every family of disjoint connected open subsets jf X is a null family. Hence, zeBnV* which is a contradiction. Therefore, VsV*, and hence VnAs V*. Since F* is connected and F*£ F n^s F*, it follows that VnA is connected. Therefore, A is locally connected at/>, and hence ^4 is locally connected.
THEOREM 3. The continuum X is hereditarily locally connected if and only if for each connected open set U in X and each point p in dU, Uu {p} is locally connected.
PROOF. Let X be hereditarily locally connected, and suppose that there exist a connected open set U in X and a point p in dU such that £/u{/?} is not locally connected. Since Uu{p} is obviously connected im kleinen at each point of U, it follows that Uu{p} is not connected im kleinen at p. 
u= Of
However, each V n is contained in U n and {U n }% =1 is a sequence of disjoint open sets, and hence V n n lim sup V ni = 0 for each/". Now qe U-W* and 0 is locally connected, so there exists a connected £7-open set B such that qeB and 5 £ £?-fF*. But then,
However, ^EjBnlimsupF^ and since B is a £7-open set containing <7, t for infinitely many i. Therefore, B can be written as a nondegenerate countable union of disjoint compact sets which contradicts the fact that B is a continuum. Hence, X is hereditarily locally connected.
Tymchatyn (to appear) has recently obtained some characterizations of hereditarily locally connected continua related to the above theorem. By combining Lemma 2 and Theorem 3, we immediately obtain the following corollary which generalizes the equivalence of parts (1) and (3) of Theorem 2.2 of Nishiura and Tymchatyn (1976, p. 586) (Kuratowski, 1968, Theorem 19, p. 235) . T h u s / > e C l^^. However, B 2 is a t/j-open set containing/? and therefore V x c\B 2 ±&. Let x 2 eV 1 nB 2 . Now V 1 is open in U x . However, p$V x and therefore F x s U. Hence, V x is a connected open set. Therefore, as before, there exists a continuum K 2 in V x containing x x and x 2 . Let V 2 be the component of x 2 in B 2 -{p}. As above, peC\ Vl V 2 and hence there exists a point x 3 eV 2 nB 3 . Again, V 2 is a connected Z-open set and therefore, there exists a continuum K 3 in V 2 containing x 2 and x 3 .
Continue in this way by induction. Let K* = Cl \J% =1 K n . K* is a continuum, and clearly x andp are in K*. Furthermore, since for each n, K n+1^Vn^Bn , it is obvious that AT*£ Uu{p}. Let Kbe an irreducible continuum in K* from x top. It is well known that every such irreducible continuum in an hereditarily locally connected continuum is an arc, and hence ^Tis an arc from x top. Since Kc. C/u{/>}, the proof is complete.
